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1 Introduction
Importance of weather information is constantly rising with growing human pop-
ulation and welfare. Agriculture, aviation, transport, and energy production are
heavily dependent on the weather conditions, and thus correct weather forecasts
can yield substantial financial benefits. Furthermore, accurate weather forecasts
can prevent human injuries, or even save lives. Although extreme weather events
are rare in Finland, even unusual weather conditions such as icy roads lead an-
nually to approximately 47000 slipping accidents, resulting in about 420 million
euros worth of losses to the society through costs in health care, lost workdays and
social welfare (Ruuhela et al., 2005). On global scale these effects are much more
pronounced. During 1975–2008 extreme weather events, such as hurricanes and
floods, resulted in approximately 1.5 million deaths, and the direct costs alone
to the global economy were in the order of 700 billion euros (Llosa and Zodrow,
2011). Clearly not all of these injuries, fatalities, and financial losses could be alle-
viated by accurate weather forecast alone. Nevertheless, the benefits of developing
more accurate weather prediction models affect especially mitigation of injuries
and losses of life, and aid in maintaining a reliable food and energy supply. The
importance of the latter two is continuously increasing as the global temperatures
rise, and the energy production shifts towards harvesting energy from the Sun,
wind and waves.
Vilhelm Bjerknes postulated in 1904 that the future state of the atmosphere
is, in principle, determined by its initial state and boundary conditions, and by
a set of five partial differential equations (e.g. Kalnay, 2003): equation of motion
(1.1), continuity equation (1.2), conservation of energy (1.3) and water mass (1.4),
and the ideal gas law (1.5)
dv
dt
= −
∇p
ρ
−∇φ+ F− 2Ω× v (1.1)
dρ
dt
= −ρ∇ · v (1.2)
Cp
dT
dt
=
1
ρ
dp
dt
+Q (1.3)
dq
dt
= E − C (1.4)
p = ρRT (1.5)
The equations describe the time (t) tendencies of three-dimensional wind field v,
pressure p, density ρ, temperature T and water vapour mixing ratio q. F repre-
sents frictional forces, Ω the Earth’s rotation, and φ the gravitational potential.
In addition, diabatic heating Q, evaporation E, and condensation C act as source
and sink terms in the set of equations. Lastly, Cp and R are the specific heat at
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constant pressure and the gas constant for air, respectively.
The set of equations, often referred to as primitive or governing equations, is
a non-linear system without analytic solutions. Furthermore, the system is forced,
dissipative and coupled. Lorenz (1963) argued that a system with these properties
is entirely determined by its initial state. He continued that in such a system, even
small differences in two initial conditions will eventually lead to two completely
different solutions. Thus, an accurate representation of the initial state of the
system is a fundamental part of a successful weather forecast. And consequently,
uncertainties related to the atmospheric initial state constitute as an important
part to a forecasting uncertainty. The initial state uncertainty has caught much
attention throughout the history of numerical weather forecasting development.
Although the amount of atmospheric observations has greatly increased due to
proliferation of satellite data, the current atmospheric state cannot still be accu-
rately observed. In order to improve the accuracy of the initial state, statistical
methods are used to extract information of the observations. The most accu-
rate state of the atmosphere, i.e. an analysis, is constructed through an optimal
combination of observations and the model predictions. These so-called data-
assimilation methods employ the short range model forecasts as a background
field, which is then corrected with available observations.
When applying the primitive equations to numerical weather forecasting the
equation system needs to be discretized. This introduces into the forecasting sys-
tem a modelling uncertainty, or a modelling error, that adds to the initial state
uncertainty. The modelling uncertainty originates from the numerical methods
used to integrate the equations forward in time. The numerical results are ap-
proximations of the analytic solution. Furthermore, due to limitations in compu-
tational power, the numerical representation of the state is truncated, that is, the
model domain is divided into grid boxes as illustrated in Fig. 1.1. For example, the
currently most accurate global weather prediction model, the Integrated Forecast-
ing System (IFS) of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
(ECMWF), operates on a grid that divides the globe into approximately 16×16
km horizontal boxes. Thus, atmospheric phenomena occurring in scales smaller
than a few grid spacing 1 are left unsolved by the numerical representation of the
governing equations. In order to complement the lack of resolution, the net effect
of the subgrid-scale phenomena are estimated with so-called parametrizations 2 ,
often referred to as ”model physics“. Erroneous or lacking representation of the
1The smallest scale phenomena that can be theoretically resolved in a finite difference scheme
have a wavelength of two grid lengths. In practice at least four grid lengths are necessary due
to stability considerations (see e.g. Grasso, 2000).
2The need for parametrizations can also be seen to follow from the discretization of the
governing equations; the equations no longer predict the time evolution of the atmosphere pre-
cisely, and the equations are thus incomplete. The parametrized processes then complement the
discretized equation set, and allow for accurate prediction of the future state of the atmosphere.
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modelled physical processes then introduces into the forecasting system a para-
metric uncertainty, which constitutes a substantial part of the whole modelling
uncertainty.
Figure 1.1. Earth divided into 4◦ × 4◦ (approximately 440×440 km) grid boxes.
The main objective of this Thesis is to study and reduce the uncertainties
and errors related to the parametrized processes. This research problem is ad-
dressed by (i) assessing if reducing model error is feasible through improving the
parametrizations non-structurally, i.e. without changing the underlying numerical
representation of the parametrizations, (ii) determining whether and how informa-
tion about the parametric uncertainty could be utilised for improving the weather
prediction models, and (iii) studying how the parametric uncertainty in medium
range forecasts relates to the modelled long-term climatology.
17
2 Parametric uncertainty
The parametrizations characterise the subgrid-scale activity of physical processes,
such as rain and cloud formation, radiative transfer in the atmosphere, and tur-
bulence in the boundary layer to name a few. The parametrized processes might
be erroneously described simply because the physical mechanisms behind the pro-
cesses are not yet completely understood. Furthermore, some vital processes might
even miss from the forecasting system. The parametrizations have thus many pos-
sible error sources, which lead to uncertainties in the forecasts. The forecast uncer-
tainty caused by the imperfect parametrizations is here referred to as parametric
uncertainty. Reducing the errors and the consequential parametric uncertainties is
generally achieved by constructing more realistic parametrization schemes as the
knowledge about the phenomena is increased and as additional computing power
becomes available. This in general requires structural parametrization changes,
i.e. revising the scientific reasoning accompanied by extensive code level rewriting
in the parametrizations. However, the increase of realism could also be attainable
through non-structural parametrization changes, motivated in the following.
2.1 Closure problem
An important and often neglected part of the parametric uncertainty is the uncer-
tainty related to closure parameters inside the parametrizations. The parametric
representations of the sub-grid scale processes usually end up in a closure prob-
lem, where e.g. rate at which part of the physical process occurs cannot be fully
described. Therefore, preset parameter values need to be defined, which then af-
fect the outcome of the parametrization. For instance, convective precipitation
formation in the IFS is controlled by the conversion rate from cloud water into
rain, evaporation of precipitation, and the melting rate of snow. All three terms
involve closure parameters that characterise the intensity of the individual pro-
cesses. Thus, in order to achieve a realistic amount of precipitation in the model,
the values of these parameters need to be set correctly. The closure parameters are
thus an integral part of the parametrizations, and their values affect the accuracy
of the model.
2.1.1 Turbulence closure
In order to illustrate the closure problem, the turbulent movement of air is used
as an example. A common turbulence representation splits the turbulent motions
into a time mean part and a fluctuating part. The horizontal wind components
can then be presented as u = u + u′ and v = v + v′, where the overbars indi-
cate time mean quantities and the primes perturbations from the mean. After
18
omitting advection and molecular viscosity terms, as well as treating the flow to
be horizontally homogenous and incompressible, the time tendencies of the mean
horizontal wind components can be expressed as
∂u
∂t
= −
1
ρ
∂p
∂x
+ fv +
∂u′w′
∂z
(2.1)
∂v
∂t
= −
1
ρ
∂p
∂y
+ fu+
∂v′w′
∂z
(2.2)
Here, u and v are the horizontal wind components, and w the vertical wind com-
ponent. Furthermore, p is pressure, ρ the density of the column of air, and f the
Coriolis-parameter. The overbars indicate time means and the primes perturba-
tions.
In atmospheric models the mean values are available since they are part of
the model state. However, there are two unknown terms in the equations, u′w′
and v′w′. In order to calculate these terms explicitly, their tendencies need to be
solved (Kalnay, 2003). Equations for these can be constructed by first deriving
the tendency equations for the fluctuation parts, and then further solved as (see
e.g. Stensrud, 2007)
∂u′w′
∂t
= −
1
ρ
0
(
∂p′w′
∂x
+
∂p′u′
∂z
− p′
∂u′
∂z′
∂w′
∂x
)
+ fw′v′ (2.3)
−u′v′
∂w
∂y
− w′v′
∂u
∂y
−
∂u′v′w′
∂y
∂v′w′
∂t
= −
1
ρ
0
(
∂p′w′
∂y
+
∂p′v′
∂z
− p′
∂v′
∂z′
∂w′
∂y
)
+ fw′u′ (2.4)
−v′u′
∂w
∂x
− w′u′
∂v
∂x
−
∂v′u′w′
∂x
However, to get values of u′w′ and v′w′, additional correlation terms (p′w′, p′u′,
p′v′ and u′v′) need to be calculated . Moreover, an unknown triple correlation
u′v′w′ has appeared into the equations. Solving for this term then introduces a
quadruple correlation term into the system, and the pattern continues when this
term is solved for. This reappearance can be ”closed“ by e.g. describing the
correlation terms as proportional to the vertical gradient of the mean part
u′w′ = −K
∂u
∂z
, v′w′ = −K
∂v
∂z
, (2.5)
where the K refers to a constant, formally the vertical eddy viscosity coefficient
(Savija¨rvi and Vihma, 2001). Thus, instead of solving directly for the corre-
lated fluctuations, their contribution is now described through an approximation.
Moreover, the value of this approximation is dependent on the value of the closure
parameter K. The parametrization can also be constructed so that the value of K
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is set to be state dependent in the model, i.e. to vary according to the boundary
layer conditions.
2.2 Parametrization schemes
When studying the impact of closure parameters on the model forecasts, it is
practical to study a limited amount of closure parameters from a limited set of
parametrizations. This way the physical impacts of the closure parameters might
also be traceable, or even explainable, despite of the non-linear model response to
the parameter changes. In order to make these choices it is important to under-
stand how the parametrizations affect the forecasts; the physical processes vary in
the extent that they affect the model forecasts, and some of the processes have a
more localised effect and impact only some specific model fields. A correct repre-
sentation of convection and cloud processes is crucial to achieve overall accurate
forecasts. These two processes influence the short range forecasts of precipitation,
humidity, winds, temperature, etc. Additionally, they have a substantial effect
on the global energy balance in climatological runs and future simulations. Thus,
Papers I, II, III and IV concentrate on studying closure parameters from these
parametrization schemes. In the following, a concise overview of convection and
cloud processes and their parametrization is presented. The closure parameters
found in these parametrizations and considered in the parameter optimisation are
presented in Chapters 3.1.1 and 3.1.2.
2.2.1 Convection
The turbulent motions of moist convection are inseparably connected to the large-
scale dynamics of the tropical (20◦S to 20◦N) and extra-tropical tropospheres, and
consists of deep cumulonimbus cloud systems and shallow, non-precipitating cu-
muli, as well as stratocumulus cloud sheets (Schneider and Sobel, 2007). The deep
convective processes form the main heat engine of tropical circulation: the excess
radiative forcing in the tropical regions is first redistributed in vertical through
convective processes, and the vertical motions then drive global horizontal circu-
lation patterns, such as the Hadley and Walker cells (Stensrud, 2007). Shallow
convection on the other hand impacts global climate through modifying the sur-
face radiation budget, and effects the structure of the planetary boundary layer
(Randall et al., 1985). Finally, moist convection is the main driving force of the
hydrological cycle.
For parametrization purposes it is convenient to separate the convective pro-
cesses into deep and shallow convection (Stensrud, 2007); deep convective elements
involve large part of the troposphere, while shallow convective elements cover verti-
cally only a small part of the troposphere. Deep convection parametrization can be
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conceptualised in many different ways and the schemes further divided into a num-
ber of basic types (Stensrud, 2007). So-called low-level control schemes (Mapes,
1997) assume that deep convection is determined by the physical processes con-
trolling convective initiation (Schneider and Sobel, 2007). These schemes are
concerned with how a parcel of air is able to overcome any convective inhibition
present and active its convective available potential energy (CAPE). This line of
thought is incorporated in mass flux schemes, where the large-scale contribution
of the convective processes is thought to comprise of an ensemble of updrafts and
downdrafts representing the convective cloud elements within a grid box. These
convective plumes then interact with the surrounding environmental air through
entrainment and detrainment. The updraft and downdraft as well as their inter-
actions with the environmental air in a single plume are illustrated in Fig.2.1. By
calculating the bulk equations for the up- and downdrafts the contribution to the
large scale budgets of heat, moisture and momentum can then be solved (Roeck-
ner et al., 2003). In Tiedtke-style schemes (Tiedtke, 1989) entrainment in rising
plumes is split into a term representing the turbulent mass exchange through the
cloud edges, and a second term directly related to the large-scale moisture conver-
gence, representing inflow into the cloud (Stensrud, 2007). Tiedtke schemes also
solve shallow convection within the same line-of-thought.
Figure 2.1. The main processes related to convection parametrization. Image courtesy
of Center for Multiscale Modeling of Atmospheric Processes (CMMAP).
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2.2.2 Cloud processes
Cloud cover greatly modifies the radiation received at the Earth’s surface, thereby
affecting atmospheric circulation and climate (Stensrud, 2007). In addition to
reflecting and absorbing shortwave (solar) radiation, clouds also absorb and emit
longwave radiation. Thus the feedback of clouds to the Earth’s radiation budget is
quite complex, e.g. extending low- and mid-level cloud cover in the tropics leads to
surface cooling, owing to the increase of albedo, whereas a growing high-level cirrus
cloud cover leads to surface warming, as a result of increase in longwave absorption
and emission accompanied by a nearly unchanged solar radiation (Schneider and
Sobel, 2007).
When considering cloud parametrization, it is essential to realise that clouds
vary in both vertical and horizontal directions. In atmospheric models cloud
cover is defined as the fraction of the cloud cover encompassing over the (se-
lected) vertical layers. The parametrization schemes are divided into two main
types (Stensrud, 2007): (i) Diagnostic cloud cover parametrizations diagnose cloud
cover after each time step from the model state variables. (ii) In prognostic cloud
cover parametrizations cloud cover, as well as cloud water, is added as a predicted
model variable. This approach is more complicated and more expensive computa-
tionally. The prognostic parametrizations usually also involve cloud microphysics
parametrization, which deal with the phase changes of water vapour as well as
the interactions of cloud droplets and precipitating particles.
2.3 Determining the closure parameters
The closure parameters have been traditionally chosen based on the results of
process studies, observational campaigns, or expert knowledge. Applying brute-
force trial-and-error methods to search for the best fitting closure term is usually
arduous (see e.g. Bender, 2008). One reason for this is the very non-linear model
response to parameter variations, especially when multiple parameters are changed
simultaneously. NWP models also operate at a high level of forecast skill, implying
that the various multi-scale interactions and dynamic-physics feedbacks are tuned
into harmony. Thus, re-tuning of these complex multi-scale modelling systems
through manual closure parameter optimisation is a hard problem.
In recent years various statistical, algorithmic approaches have been studied
in search for solutions to problems the size and complexity of NWP and climate
models. These solutions have mostly been based on data-assimilation approaches,
and thus focus on very short range forecast improvements. The most common
of these approaches are based on the Kalman filter (Kalman, 1960) and particle
filter (PF; Kivman, 2003; van Leeuwen, 2003). The Kalman filter applications
often make use of the Ensemble Kalman Filter (EnKF; Evensen, 1994). The
fundamental principle in these algorithms is to augment the state space with the
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closure parameters; the parameters are considered to be a part of the model state
together with the model variables, and calibrated concurrently with the model
state during the analysis step. The EnKF approach in complex systems has been
studied in relatively low-order models (e.g. Aksoy et al., 2006), as well as in coarse
resolution climate model (Annan et al., 2005) and limited area models (LAM) of
operational complexity (e.g. Aksoy et al., 1996; Hu et al., 2010). Though the EnKF
approach shows promising results in simplified settings, moving to more realistic
estimation cases reduces the parameter identifiability (Schirber et al., 2013). PF
schemes have been studied in parameter optimisation in coarse resolution global
climate model and LAM settings (e.g. Jackson et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2012).
Adaptive Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC; Haario et al., 2006) has also
recently been applied for parameter estimation with focus on model climatology;
Ja¨rvinen et al. (2010) estimated ECHAM5 global GCM closure parameter pos-
terior joint probability densities by targeting the top of the atmosphere (TOA)
net radiation monthly errors. Although successful in optimising the climatological
TOA net radiation, weak identifiability was observed in two of the estimated pa-
rameters, bringing up discussion on how to choose the target for the optimisation.
2.4 On parameter estimation
Atmospheric model systems are known to suffer from spinup and spindown prob-
lems, e.g. initial state imbalances in hydrological cycle causes the moist vari-
ables to display a tendency towards the model attractor (e.g. Betts et al., 2003;
Trenberth and Guillemot, 1998). Parametric uncertainties are typically related to
moist physical processes, and may thus be affected by this imbalance at very short
forecast ranges. When moving to short-to-medium range forecasts, it is difficult
to identify the individual contributions of the initial state and model errors to the
forecast error; initial state errors are influenced by model errors too since the ini-
tial state generation contains the forecast model (Leutbecher and Palmer, 2008).
Nevertheless, Savija¨rvi (1995) showed that very-short-range forecast error is dom-
inated by the exponential growth of initial state errors, and that the linearly grow-
ing model errors influence the forecast error in longer model integrations. This
would imply that (i) the effects of parameter variations are not substantial early
in the forecast range, and (ii) at longer forecasts the parameter variation influence
is stronger, but the indentifiability is masked by the non-linearity of the system.
Forecast ranges between these extremes, where the parameter variations would
already influence more strongly to the forecast error but atmospheric chaoticity
does not yet dominate, would thus provide for an intriguing time window for
parameter evaluation studies.
Ja¨rvinen et al. (2012) and Laine et al. (2012) introduced a methodology to
apply this time window. The Ensemble Prediction and Parameter Estimation
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System (EPPES) utilises an ensemble prediction system to make statistical in-
ference about perturbed closure parameters. In EPPES, initial-time parameter
variations are introduced on an ensemble of forecasts. Parametric uncertainty is
then determined based on how likely the ensemble members are when evaluated
against observations, with respect to a chosen target criterion. The evaluation can
be performed at any forecast range covered by the forecasts, say at forecast day
four. Therefore, the medium range forecast skill is targeted directly for optimisa-
tion. The algorithm is also in essence only monitoring the EPS, thus practically
no-additional computation cost is added to the system in operational context.
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3 Methodology
In the following, the atmospheric models used in the experiments, the concept of
ensemble prediction, and the parameter estimation algorithm are introduced.
3.1 Models
3.1.1 ECHAM5
The ECMWF model HAMburg version 5 (ECHAM5; Roeckner et al., 2003, 2006)
is a comprehensive GCM used for climate simulations. The ECHAM model has
been developed by the Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r Meteorologie (MPI-M) in Ham-
burg since 1989. The dynamical core of ECHAM5 operates in spectral space,
while the parametrized parts are calculated in grid point space. The vertical lev-
els utilise pressure based terrain following sigma-coordinates. In Papers I, III
and IV model version 5.4 is used with a coarse horizontal resolution of T42, i.e.
triangular truncation at wave number 42, responding to a grid spacing of about
310 km. Correspondingly, 31 vertical levels are used, with model top at 10 hPa.
A semi-implicit treatment is used in dynamics time-integration with a time-step
of 20 min. The physical parametrizations are evoked at every time step, with the
exception of radiative transfer, which is calculated once every two hours.
ECHAM5 convection parametrization is a Tiedtke style mass flux scheme
with modifications for penetrative convection in line with Nordeng (1994). The
stratiform cloud scheme consists of prognostic equations for water in vapour, liq-
uid and ice phase, and a microphysical scheme after Lohmann and Roeckner
(1996) with some revisions. A statistical cloud cover scheme involved in the strat-
iform cloud scheme was not used here, due to problems encountered in climate
simulations performed with non-default parameter values. Table 3.1 outlines the
three closure parameters from the convection scheme (CMFCTOP, CPRCON and
ENTRSCV) and the stratiform cloud scheme one (CAULOC) that were used in
Papers I, III and IV.
Table 3.1 ECHAM5 closure parameter subset used in model optimisation.
Parameter Description
CAULOC A parameter influencing the accretion of cloud droplets by precipitation (rain
formation in stratiform clouds)
CMFCTOP Relative cloud mass flux at the level above non-buoyancy (in cumulus mass
flux scheme)
CPRCON A coefficient for determining conversion from cloud water to rain (in
convective clouds)
ENTRSCV Entrainment rate for shallow convection
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3.1.2 IFS
The forecast model of the Integrated Forecasting System (IFS) of the ECMWF
is a global hydrostatic GCM. The model dynamics use a spectral, semi-implicit,
and semi-Lagrangian two time-level dynamical solver. In Paper II model version
CY37R31 is used with horizontal resolution of TL159 (equalling to a grid spac-
ing of about 125 km), 62 vertical levels and the model top at 5 hPa. Physical
parametrizations are calculated at every time step (30 min), the exception being
radiation, which is calculated once per three hours.
The physical parametrization of convection constitutes of a bulk mass flux
scheme after Tiedtke (1989) with modifications according to Bechtold et al. (2008).
The scheme is further divided into deep, mid-level, and shallow convection. The
entrainment and detrainment formulation in the parametrization follows closely
observations and output of cloud resolving models (de Rooy et al., 2013). The
closure parameters considered in Paper II relate to the entrainment and detrain-
ment rates in deep convection, entrainment in shallow convection, and precipita-
tion formation (Table 3.2).
Table 3.2 IFS closure parameter subset used in model optimisation.
Parameter Description
ENTRORG Entrainment rate for positively buoyant deep convection
ENTSHALP Shallow entrainment defined as ENTSHALP × ENTRORG
DETRPEN Detrainment rate for penetrative convection
CPRCON Coefficient for determining conversion from cloud water to rain
3.2 Ensemble prediction
The atmosphere is chaotic by nature; tiny errors in the initial conditions will lead
to different atmospheric states when the forecast is long enough. Lorenz (1969)
estimated that due to the chaoticity the atmospheric predictability is about two
weeks.
In probabilistic or ensemble forecasting, instead of having a single determin-
istic forecast of the atmospheric state, an ensemble of forecasts is used to predict
what is the most probable state of the atmosphere, and how reliable this state
is. The ensembles in an Ensemble Prediction System (EPS) are traditionally
generated by perturbing the initial conditions around the analysis state, via e.g.
introducing into the system optimally growing perturbations that depend on the
dynamical state of the atmosphere (e.g. Buizza et al., 1993). Perturbing the ini-
tial conditions alone usually generates under-dispersive ensembles, i.e. the spread
1IFS documentation is available on-line at http://www.ecmwf.int/research/ifsdocs
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of the ensemble does not cover the true atmospheric variability (see e.g. Slingo
and Palmer, 2011). The missing spread due to modelling errors can be simulated
by, e.g., perturbing the tendencies of the physical parametrizations (stochastic
physics), or perturbing the physical parametrizations themselves. For this Thesis,
parameter perturbations are particularly interesting.
3.3 Parameter estimation algorithm
The Ensemble Prediction and Parameter Estimation System (EPPES) algorithm
is described in detail in Laine et al. (2012), who also demonstrated its functionality
using a stochastic version of the Lorenz-95 model (Lorenz, 1996; Wilks, 2005). In
EPPES, it is assumed that for time window i, the optimal closure parameter θi is
a random realisation of a random variable, which follows a multivariate Gaussian
distribution with a mean vector µ of dimension p and a p × p covariance matrix
Σ
θi ∼ N(µ,Σ), i = 1, 2, ... (3.1)
The parameter estimation is thus formulated as a problem of estimating the
unknown but static in time distribution parameters (or, hyper-parameters) µ
and Σ. These can be interpreted as follows: the distribution mean µ represent
the parameter values that work best on average considering all weather types,
seasons, etc., and Σ reflects how much the optimal parameter values vary between
time-windows due to evident modelling errors, such as inaccurate parametrization
schemes.
At initial time, the distribution parameters (µ and Σ) are specified accord-
ing to expert knowledge. Parameter bounds can also be issued to prevent the
selection of unphysical or unwanted parameter values. The algorithm then draws
a sample from the initial distribution. After running an ensemble of forecasts
using these parameter values, the likelihood of each forecast is evaluated as a fit
to observations. The likelihood is then used to weight each parameter vector and
a re-sample is drawn from the weighted parameter sample, favouring parameters
related to high likelihood (known as importance sampling). Lastly, the weighted
sample is employed to update the hyper-parameters µ and Σ . The updated dis-
tribution is then used in drawing a new sample for the next time-window, and the
process is repeated. The algorithm steps are also given in detail in Chapter 2.3 of
Paper I.
For EPPES estimation purposes, an ECHAM5 EPS emulator was set up in
Papers I and III by copying initial state perturbations generated by the opera-
tional ECMWF Ensemble Prediction System (ENS). The state variables of both
models are the same (temperature, vorticity, divergence, logarithm of surface pres-
sure, and specific humidity), thus the initial states can be conveniently used in
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ECHAM5. However, since the perturbations have been constructed to be opti-
mally growing in the ENS forecast model, they probably generate less spread in
the EPS emulator. Model error in the emulator is represented by the initial-time
parameter perturbations. The initial state and parameter perturbations generate
approximately the same amount of ensemble spread in this system.
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4 Main results
The main research objectives of the Thesis set in Chapter 1 are studied through
the following questions:
Q1 Can optimal parameter values be found algorithmically in a low resolution
GCM of full complexity?
Q2 Is parameter optimisation feasible in a system already at high level of fore-
cast skill?
Q3 How does the choice of target criterion affect the parameter estimation?
Q4 Is there any useful information gained from studying the parameter covari-
ance data?
Q5 Do parameter perturbations affect the probabilistic skill of an EPS?
Q6 Does medium range parameter optimisation have any relevance for model
climatology?
Chapter 4.1 aims to answer the first three questions, the fourth and fifth are
studied in Chapter 4.2, and the sixth one in Chapter 4.3.
4.1 Model forecast skill optimisation
To find answers to Q1 and Q2, a simple target criterion for the parameter esti-
mation was appealing for demonstrative purposes. Therefore, in Papers I and II
the target, or cost function, for EPPES sampling was chosen to be mean squared
error (MSE) of 500 hPa level geopotential height at forecast days three and ten.
In Paper I, the EPPES evaluation was able to find a more skillful model in the
target criterion sense (Fig. 5 of Paper I). Furthermore, the optimised model
was also more skillful outside the sampling period. These results indicate that
the EPPES optimisation works in a problem the size and complexity of an atmo-
spheric GCM. To further increase the complexity of the problem, in Paper II the
EPPES estimation with the same target criterion was experimented on with the
ECMWF IFS. Additional noise was also introduced to the sampling through in-
clusion of stochastic physics. Like in the ECHAM5 experiment (Fig. 2 of Paper
I), the distribution mean values in the IFS experiment find the posterior values
early on, but the distribution width does not converge well (Fig. 1 of Paper II).
And, it even grows in the ENTRORG and RPRCON distributions. In an experi-
ment run without stochastic physics, the parameter distribution uncertainties did
shrink. Therefore, the additional noise generated by the stochastic physics slows
down the covariance information gain from parameter perturbations. However,
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it does not prevent the distribution mean values from converging; the optimised
model improves the root mean squared error (RMSE) scores with 95% confidence
level up to forecast range nine and a half days (Fig. 3 of Paper II). EPPES is
thus able to find optimised parameter values in a high forecast skill NWP model.
Even the added stochastic noise does not prove to be an obstacle for a successful
parameter optimisation. Thus, summarising answer to Q1 and Q2 is that param-
eter estimation with the EPPES algorithm is feasible even in a problem the size
and complexity of a true NWP model.
To answer Q3, the model response to the new parameter values needs to
be studied more comprehensively. The optimised model in Paper II shows a
generally positive signal to the parameter changes (Fig. 4 of Paper II), especially
the tropics benefits considerably from the new parameters. However, there is
a striking global degradation in the 100 hPa geopotential height RMSE. The
degradation emphasises the selective nature of the 500 hPa geopotential height
cost function; the target criterion is implicit about errors in mean temperature
and humidity in the atmosphere below 500 hPa, and about processes which affect
500 hPa forecast errors. However, it is insensitive to e.g. geopotential height
errors higher up. The choice of the target criterion for EPPES estimation is thus
not trivial. It is not sufficient that the model is improved only w.r.t. the target
criterion. It also has to force the model onto a forecast trajectory which imposes
a model-domain-wide improvement in most resolved model variables. Also, the
parameters to be estimated have to be sensitive to the target criteria and to trigger
a noticeable change in the object value when parameter values are varied.
Motivated by this, Paper III explores the use of atmospheric total energy
norm (EN) as the target criterion. The energy norms in NWP context are mainly
used in finding the fastest growing error structures to be used as initial state
perturbations in EPS (e.g. Farrel, 1988; Palmer et al., 1994; Errico, 2000). In
Paper III the total energy norm is applied in the opposite sense, and a model is
sought corresponding to the slowest possible forecast error growth in terms of the
total energy norm. The energy norm is an integral quantity over the whole model
atmosphere, and as such does not have preferences for any model variable, level,
or geographical region. The discretised form used in Paper III is
∆E =
1
2
p1∑
p0
∑
A
(
(∆u)2 + (∆v)2 +
cp
Tr
(∆T )2
)
dAdp
+
1
2
RdTrpr
∑
A
(∆ ln psfc)
2dA. (4.1)
Here, u and v refer to the zonal and meridional wind components, T is tempera-
ture, and lnpsfc logarithmic surface pressure. ∆ indicates the difference between
observed and forecasted atmospheric states. The ECMWF operational analyses
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are used as observations. cp is the specific heat at constant pressure, Rd gas
constant of (dry) air, Tr a reference temperature (280K), pr a reference surface
pressure (1000 hPa), dA an areal element of the model grid, and dp the pressure
difference between two pressure levels. In Paper III dp = 1 is used throughout
the atmosphere in order to emphasize the surface pressure term. The first two
terms in r.h.s. of Eq. 4.1 identify as kinetic energy, and the temperature and
surface pressure terms as available potential energy (Lorenz, 1955, 1960).
In Paper III the EPPES sampling is done with targeting 72-hour forecast
EN errors. An identical test setup is used as in Paper I, i.e. the ECHAM5
EPS-emulator is run with a 51-member ensemble twice daily (00 and 12 UTC)
covering a time period from 1st January to 31st March 2011 (2011JFM). Thus,
9180 parameter subsets are tested in total. Fig. 4.1 illustrates the evolution
of the four closure parameters during the three month sampling period. Mean
distribution value (continuous line), and distribution width as two times standard
deviation (dashed lines) representing the 95% probability range of the parameter
uncertainty are shown. A vertical column of markers illustrates the ECHAM5
parameter values evaluated at the given date, darkness of the marker indicates
the weight at re-sampling step. Similarly to the Paper I experiment (Fig. 2 of
Paper I), CAULOC and CPRCON have a large initial shift to a new parameter
region. Additionally, CMFCTOP and ENTRSCV evolve more conservatively in
this experiment also.
To validate the the posterior distribution, the posterior mean values (Table
2 of Paper III) are used to run the model. The forecasts from the default and
the optimised model are then compared against ECMWF operational analyses.
Validation is performed for (i) a dependent sample of 2011JFM, (ii) an indepen-
dent sample of April 2011 (2011A), and (iii) an independent sample of January
to March 2010 (2010JFM). In addition to the RMSE, the Anomaly Correlation
Coefficient (ACC) is used. ACC score is sensitive to forecast patterns and insen-
sitive to the model bias, thus it complements the bias sensitive RMSE. Fig. 4.2
illustrates the EN score validation results for the three validation samples. Mean
score (continuous line) and the 95% confidence level of the mean (grey vertical
bars) are given up to forecast day 10. Notation on both scores is such that posi-
tive (negative) values indicate where the optimised (default) model is performing
better. The optimised model has improved day three EN scores at the 95% con-
fidence level. Thus, EPPES has found a model which is improved in the target
criterion sense. Moreover, the EN scores are improved statistically significantly
at all forecast ranges. The improvements also carry to the independent samples,
and the 2011A and 2010JFM samples are improved at the 95% confidence level
for forecast ranges beyond two and five days, respectively. Next, validation of 500
hPa geopotential height is done for the three samples (Fig. 5 of Paper III). The
RMSE scores for all three periods show statistically significant improvements for
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Figure 4.1. Time evolution of the parameter subset in 180 consecutive ensembles. A
vertical column of markers represents parameter values of one ensemble. The
marker shading corresponds to the weight in the distribution update. The
parameter distribution mean value µ (continuous line), µ ±2× standard de-
viation (dashed lines) and default parameter values (thick dashed line) are
also shown. For clarity, only every fourth ensemble is plotted. Figure from
Paper III.
all forecast ranges. The ACC scores in the 2011JFM sample are improved with
95% confidence level at forecast ranges 2.5 - 8 and 9.5 - 10 days. In the 2011A
and 2010JFM samples the ACC scores are either improved or neutral, though the
improvements do not hold at the 95% confidence level. All in all, the scores have
improved more here than in the experiment conducted in Paper I, where the 500
hPa geopotential height was specifically targeted for improvements .
To study where the EN improvements originate, Fig. 4.3 represents the
zonally-averaged mean EN difference in the 2011JFM sample for forecast ranges
of three, six, and 10 days (Figs. 4.3a, b, and c, respectively). Total energy
norm (dark blue), and surface pressure (light blue), temperature (dark green) and
kinetic energy (light green) terms are shown. Mean error (continuous line), and
the 95% confidence interval of the mean (width of the coloured area) are also
presented. At forecast day three, most of the total energy norm improvements
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Figure 4.2. Energy norm differences between the default and optimised model. Top
row: dependent sample (January to March 2011), middle row: independent
sample of April 2011, bottom row: independent sample of January to March
2010. Mean difference (continuous line) and 95% confidence interval of the
mean (grey bars). Figure from Paper III.
are located in the tropics, and are dominated by the improvements in the kinetic
energy terms. A favourable impact can also be seen in northern hemisphere (north
of 45◦N). The only degradation is found in the southern hemisphere (25◦S to 50◦S).
The oscillations of the surface pressure term are caused by orographically induced
noise originating from the higher resolution analysis data. At longer forecast
ranges, the tropical improvements are spread into the mid-latitudes. These mid-
latitudal improvements also grow in magnitude and are less dominated by the
kinetic energy improvements the longer the forecasts are. By forecast day six,
the largest improvements are found in the mid-latitudes. By forecast day 10 the
surface pressure term improvements have exceeded those of the kinetic energy
term, and mid-latitudal improvements become even more pronounced. Note the
different scaling in Figs. 4.3a, b, and c.
Figure 4.2 illustrated how the optimised model outperforms the default model
the more the longer the forecast gets. This indicates that the optimisation pro-
cedure has reduced the model error, since the forecasts are initiated from the
same conditions. Furthermore, Fig. 4.3 shows that the model error decrease
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Figure 4.3. Zonally-averaged and areal-weighted energy norm differences between the
default and optimised model from January to March 2011. a) Forecast day
three, b) forecast day six, and c) forecast day 10. Total energy norm (dark
blue), and surface pressure (light blue), temperature (dark green) and kinetic
energy (light green) terms individually. Continuous black line indicates the
mean error, and width of the coloured area represents the 95% confidence
interval of the mean. Figure from Paper III.
mainly affects evolution of kinetic energy in the tropics in the forecasts up to
three days. These improvements are then spread by non-linear model dynamics
into mid-latitudes. The kinetic energy term retains its dominating part in the
total energy norm improvements up to forecast day six. This implies that the
improved parametric processes continue to affect the tropical circulation and en-
hances the realism of the kinetic energy evolution in the tropics throughout the
10 day forecast range. Thus, the energy norm is a very promising target for the
EPPES evaluation. The model-wide improvements achieved using the optimised
parameter values (Fig. 5 of Paper III) emphasise the point even further. The
concluding answers to Q1–Q3 are then that even though parameter estimation
is possible in a NWP model, the choice of target criterion for the estimation is
crucial.
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4.2 Parametric uncertainty and EPS spread genera-
tion
Q4 and Q5 are studied through the EPPES produced covariance matrix Σ, which
contains the in-between ensemble variability of the parameter values. In the ex-
periments of Papers I and II weak parameter covariances begin to emerge even
during a three month sampling period. In the Paper I experiment, after the three
months the parameter mean values have drifted away from the default values (Fig.
4.4). A slight tilt can also be observed in the ellipses, representing the parameter
covariances, most noticeable between CMFCTOP and CAULOC, indicating cor-
relation between the parameters. For stronger covariances to surface, the number
of samples has to be increased; in Paper I clear correlations are visible after the
sampling is repeated 10 times for the same time period (Fig. 4 in Paper I).
The sample size does not necessarily have to be as large as this. Nevertheless,
the large number of samples possibly required should not be an obstacle as such,
since in EPPES the distribution mean µ could even be frozen and only the covari-
ance updated. Thus, one can collect covariance information around the default
parameters, though the parameter values still need to be varied in the EPS. The
covariance information can then be utilised in various ways, e.g. in detection of
model deficiencies, coupling of parameters, and ensemble spread generation.
First, parametrization deficiencies can appear as immoderate parameter un-
certainty and/or as weak parameter identifiability. EPPES systematically explores
the identifiability of parameters, and can thus potentially discover the deficien-
cies. Caution is required though, since unidentifiability of a parameter might also
be caused by an unsuitable target criterion: variation of a parameter might im-
pose changes to model fields which have only a secondary or tertiary effect on the
model fields observed by the target criterion. Thus, no real information about the
parameter performance can be gained by monitoring the changes in the cost func-
tion. When estimating multiple parameters simultaneously, and a parameter in
the set seems to identify poorly, it is crucial to understand whether this is caused
by the insensitivity of the parameter to the target criterion or by a parametriza-
tion deficiency; target criterion changes triggered by the other parameters could
overwhelm the changes caused by the weakly identifying parameter.
Second, strong parameter covariance arising in the estimation process calls
attention to possibly coupling some parameters together. Klocke et al. (2011)
coupled two of the parameters used in Papers I, III and IV (ENTRSCV and CM-
FCTOP) in their experiments, due to the opposite opposite effect the parameters
have on TOA net radiation through their effect on low cloudiness. Interestingly,
these two parameters also had a strong covariance in the extended sampling set
performed in Paper I.
Third, stochastic parameter perturbations can be used as a complementary
EPS spread generation method, since they represent the model uncertainty. If
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Figure 4.4. Pair-wise parameter covariances. Default parameter values (dashed lines)
and the parameter covariances after 180 consecutive ensembles (ellipses) are
shown. The small markers are the proposed parameter values at the step 180.
Figure from Paper I.
using parameter variations drawn from a uniform distribution, there is a risk of
generating parameter sub-sets that correspond to sub-optimal, or even unphysical,
models. These would then appear as outlying ensemble members, and deteriorate
the skill of the whole ensemble. To potentially alleviate this risk, the covariance Σ
already generated in an EPPES experiment could be used “oﬄine”, and utilised
to generate parameter sub-sets according to the covariance data. It is important
to note that when EPPES provided covariance is used, the parameter values
should be treated as stochastic, i.e. re-drawn for each time-window, since the
covariance Σ represents the in-between time-windows variability of the optimal
closure parameters.
The EPPES sampling itself also produces additional ensemble spread. Dur-
ing the EPPES sampling the ensemble spread generation is done “online“, and
the parameter covariances evolve as explained before. Sampling from the initial
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covariance, which in most cases is expert defined, can result in the aforemen-
tioned sub-optimal models. Therefore, in an operational system, it is crucial to
execute the EPPES sampling conservatively, by e.g. starting from a tight initial
covariance and/or inhibiting the distribution mean from taking any large steps.
Alternatively, one could first run EPPES non-operationally and use the covariance
matrix generated as the initial covariance for the operational system. Neverthe-
less, the initial covariance is updated to a more skillful one quickly during the
first few distribution updates, and becomes more realistic the more updates have
been performed. In Paper II the spread generation was tested with the ENS by
evaluating the probabilistic skill of the last 90 ensembles ran during the EPPES
sampling. In this experiment the ENS was more under-dispersive than the op-
erational system due to the lower-than-operational resolution. Nevertheless, the
parameter variation experiment performed better than a reference experiment run
without parameter variations (Fig 5 of Paper II): the parameter perturbations
improved the tropical Continuous Ranked Probability Skill Scores (CRPS) in all
fields with exception of temperature around 200 hPa. The improvements origi-
nate from two possible sources: (i) the increased ensemble spread better matches
the RMS error of the ensemble mean, and (ii) the average skill of the ensemble
members has been improved as they use parameter values drawn from around the
more skillful mean distribution µ.
The ensemble spread increase generated by the parameter variations is not
by any means additive to the spread generated by e.g. the initial state pertur-
bations. The ECHAM5 EPS emulator used in Papers I and III was tested with
using only either of the uncertainty sources. Even though both of the sources gen-
erate approximately equal amount of ensemble spread, having both uncertainty
representations active increases the spread only slightly. Although not additive,
the sources are complementary and generate an increased amount of ensemble
spread in areas where the other uncertainty source generates only a small amount
of it. This is nicely illustrated in Fig. 4.5, where the zonal mean energy norm
averaged over 30 ensembles is shown for the ECHAM5 EPS emulator with a) only
initial state perturbations active, b) only parameter perturbations active, and c)
both sources of uncertainty active. Total energy (dark blue), and surface pres-
sure (light blue), temperature (dark green) and kinetic energy (light green) terms
are shown. The width of the coloured area represents ± two standard deviations
from the mean error (black lines). The complementary nature of the different
uncertainty sources can be observed, for instance, in the total energy norm in the
southern hemisphere; the parameter perturbations generate little spread in the
southern hemisphere, whereas the initial state perturbations generate a lot of it.
When both of the perturbations are active, the large spread originating from the
initial state perturbations then also keeps the combined spread large. In contrast
to this, both of the perturbations generate roughly the same amount of spread
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in the northern hemisphere. Although their combined effect does increase the
ensemble spread, the spread is not increased in an additive manner.
Figure 4.5. Ensemble spread of zonally-averaged and areal-weighted energy norm for
15 days (1st to 15th of January 2011) from 72-hour forecast. a) only initial
state perturbations, b) only parameter perturbations, and c) both pertur-
bations active. Total energy norm (dark blue), and individual terms; sur-
face pressure (light blue), temperature (dark green) and kinetic energy (light
green). Continuous black line indicates the mean model error. Width of the
coloured area represents ± two standard deviations from the mean.
To conclude, Q4 was studied by highlighting three uses for the parameter
covariance data. The answer to Q5 is that the additional ensemble spread caused
by parameter perturbations and the average skill increase of the EPS members
affect positively the probabilistic skill of an EPS.
4.3 From weather to climate
In order to use climate models for long-term climate simulations, it is essential
that the models maintain an observed radiative energy balance at TOA. This
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generally involves arduous tuning of the model by hand (see e.g. Mauritsen et al.,
2012). Thus, algorithmic tools would (i) help in making the process faster, and
moreover (ii) produce a more realistic model objectively.
The idea of optimising the long term predictive skill of a GCM through
adaptive MCMC was demonstrated in Ja¨rvinen et al. (2010) with ECHAM5. The
targets for the optimisation were monthly and annual errors in TOA net radiative
forcing. Ja¨rvinen et al. (2010) were able to improve the model in the target crite-
rion sense. However, the optimised parameter values did not result in model-wide
climatological improvements, i.e. the model was improved only in the target crite-
rion aspect. Simulation of even one year with a climate model is time consuming,
and in MCMC a large amount of data points is usually required (Ja¨rvinen et al.
(2010) used 4500 one year simulations). In order to reduce the computational
demand for such a process, Paper IV introduced the concept of early rejection
in MCMC: instead of running the model for one year and calculating the cost
function at the end of the run, in early rejection the cost function is split into
monthly slots. The cost function is then evaluated after each modelled month
and conditionally rejected. In the ECHAM5 experiment of Paper IV, the model
resolution was also increased from the T21 used in Ja¨rvinen et al. (2010) to T42,
thus computation time saving became even more important. In an experiment
which consisted of 3204 simulated years, the early rejection method helped saving
595 years worth of simulations (equaling to approximately 695 hours of saved cpu
time). Again, though ECHAM5 was improved in the radiative forcing sense, this
improvement did not result in a modelwide improved climatology. Thus, though
made possible by the algorithmic development, improving the model climatology
through adaptive MCMC did not succeed because of poor choice of the likeli-
hood function. The highly non-linear response of the model climatology to the
parameter variations causes the target criterion selection to be an extremely hard
problem in this context.
An alternative method to improve the model climatology is next explored in
search for an answer to Q6. The hypothesis that improved medium range forecast
skill would affect the very long range forecast skill of the model is motivated as
follows: By decreasing the modelling uncertainty caused by parametrizations, the
model is also altered to be more realistic. Therefore, when the same model is used
for climatological runs, one could expect to see the effect of the improved realism
of the model. This hypothesis was explored in Paper I by using the default
model and model optimised for medium range forecast skill for a 6-year climate
simulation, and comparing the climatology of the models (Fig. 7 of Paper I) with
two observational data-sets, the Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System
(CERES) Energy Balanced and Filled data-set (Loeb et al., 2009), and the In-
ternational Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) D2 data (Rossow et al.,
1996; Rossow and Duenas, 2004). The optimised model reduced the maximum
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monthly mean net radiation biases by about 10 Wm−2, and decreased the global
annual-mean net radiation bias from default model value of 1.84 Wm−2 to -0.01
Wm−2. The radiation changes are due to the modified cloud fraction; the trop-
ical region in the optimised model has less high clouds, and slightly more lower
tropospheric clouds. The default ECHAM5 has too little cloudiness in the tropics
according to the ISCCP data-set. Since the decrease of the high level cloudiness
surpasses the increase of low level cloud cover, the optimised model deteriorates
the cloud climatology even more. However, a realistic simulation of both clouds
and TOA radiation fluxes in ECHAM5 is known to be challenging.
The relationship between medium range forecast improvements and clima-
tology in ECHAM5 is further illustrated in Fig. 4.6. The pressure-latitude cross-
sections of climatological averages (Fig. 4.6a,b) and of three day forecasts aver-
aged over 141 cases in 2011JFM (Fig. 4.6c,d) are shown. Negative values in cloud
fraction (Fig. 4.6a,c) indicate where the optimised model has less cloud than the
default, and negative values in temperature (Fig. 4.6b,d) where the optimised
model is colder than the default. The structure of the cloud cover changes in the
medium range seem to carry remarkably well into the climatology range. Both
the minimum in the cloud cover change around 200 hPa as well as the shape of
the area of decrease bear similarity, but the latitudal location has been switched
to the other side of the equator. In addition, the decreased cloudiness in extra-
tropics have similar structures in the climatology and medium range forecast. The
increased cloud cover centred around 780 hPa in the climatology range can also
be observed in the medium range, though it is less intense in the medium range.
In the 10-day forecast range (Fig. 6 of Paper I) these features are even clearer.
The temperature response is very different, and more complex. The tropospheric
warm anomalies between 800 and 500 hPa, and at the surface have vanished in
the climatology run. The cold anomaly centred at 300 hPa has increased substan-
tially, from -0.3◦K difference to -1.5◦K difference. There is also a large warming
present in the stratosphere (centred around 75 hPa), and an extension from the
cold anomaly down to 800 hPa. The 10-day forecast changes are almost identical
to the 3-day forecasts, though in the 10-day range the 300 hPa cold anomaly has
intensified somewhat and a warm anomaly has appeared around 150 hPa level.
Since the cloud fraction and precipitation changes (not shown) in the climatolog-
ical run are close to the changes in the 3-day forecast, we hypothesise that the
cause-effect relationship follows the one presented in Paper I. The absence of
the warm anomalies are then caused by some secondary effects, surfacing only
in the longer model run. Nevertheless, ECHAM5 equatorial troposphere is too
warm and stratosphere too cold when compared to ERA40 reanalysis data (Up-
pala et al., 2005). Thus, the climatological changes bring the model closer to the
analysed climatology. The answer to Q6 is then that at least some of the changes
in the model features present already at early medium range forecasts carry on
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to the very long range, too. Thus, instead of using computationally demanding
long model simulations in tuning the model climatology, a less consuming medium
range forecast could be utilised to reach the goal.
Figure 4.6. Pressure-latitude cross-section of the cloud fraction (left panel; non-
dimensional values between 0 and 1) and temperature (right panel; unit K).
Differences between the optimised and default models in 6-year climatological
average (a,b), and in day three forecasts averaged over 141 forecasts (c,d).
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In addition, the Σ information could also be used here; parameter perturba-
tions drawn from Σ represent the parameteric model uncertainty, and, moreover,
they are physically justified. Thus, by generating an ensemble of long climate
simulations with these perturbed parameters the contribution of the model spe-
cific uncertainty can be assessed. If the same would be done with parameter
values drawn randomly, there will likely be a number of poorly performing mod-
els included in the ensemble. These would then widen the uncertainty range of
the simulations, and provide with an unrealistically large estimates of the model
sensitivity.
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5 Conclusions and Future directions
Applying the atmospheric governing equations in predicting the future state of
the atmosphere requires discretization of the equations. To complement the dis-
cretized equation set, subgrid-scale physical processes have to be described in
the model. The parametrization of these processes then strongly influence the
accuracy of Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) models. Imperfect represen-
tation of the processes introduces a parametric uncertainty into the forecasts.
An important aspect in the uncertainties related to parametrizations comes from
so-called closure problem; the closer the parametrizations go towards describing
the phenomena in molecular level, the more lacking knowledge there is about the
processes. Thus, at some point further modelling has to stop, and some closure
parameter has to be set to e.g. define the rate at which a sub-process takes place,
or to describe the efficiency of a sub-process. The closure parameters therefore
influence the realism of the parametrizations and furthermore affect the forecast
ability of the model. This Thesis has studied the forecast uncertainties related
to the closure parameters from three aspects: (i) objectively estimating optimal
values of the closure parameters, (ii) utilising the knowledge of closure parameter
uncertainties for identifying problems within the parametrizations and construct-
ing an improved Ensemble Prediction System (EPS), and (iii) showing how closure
parameter changes in medium range forecasts relate to climatology of the model.
First, in order to study the closure parameter optimisation three research
questions were posed:
Q1 Can optimal parameter values be found algorithmically in a low resolution
GCM of full complexity?
Q2 Is parameter optimisation feasible in a system already at high level of fore-
cast skill?
Q3 How does the choice of target criterion affect the parameter estimation?
In search for answers to these questions, the Ensemble and Parameter Estima-
tion System (EPPES; Ja¨rvinen et al., 2012; Laine et al., 2012) is used to eval-
uate closure parameters related to convection and cloud processes. The EPPES
methodology is experimented with ECHAM5 climate model and the Integrated
Forecasting System (IFS) of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts (ECMWF). Q1 and Q2 are studied through conducting parameter esti-
mation by targeting 500 hPa geopotential height mean squared errors at forecast
days three and ten. The EPPES estimation is able to find a closure parameter
set corresponding to improved model in the target criterion sense with both used
models. The study of Q3 shows that though improved in the target criterion sense,
the models optimised for 500 hPa geopotential height have deficiencies in the up-
per level model fields. In order to find a target criterion leading to improved model
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in most forecast fields, atmospheric total energy norm (EN) is then experimented
with ECHAM5 by targeting EN errors at forecast day three. The estimation
procedure is again able to optimise the closure parameter set with respect to the
target criterion. Moreover, the EN error reduction is more pronounced the longer
the forecasts are. This indicates that the optimisation has reduced the modelling
error caused by the parametrizations. The EN improvements originate from more
realistic kinetic energy representation in the tropics. At longer forecast ranges
the improvement is also spread to higher latitudes by non-linear model dynamics.
Furthermore, the optimised parameter set also improves the model with respect to
most forecast quantities. Therefore, model closure parameter optimization seems
to be a viable, and effective, way of reducing parameteric uncertainty without
major structural changes inside the parametrizations. Although, the choice of
target criterion has to be considered carefully prior to the estimation.
Second, the EPPES provided parameter uncertainties and covariances are
studied in order to find answers to:
Q4 Is there any useful information gained from studying the parameter covari-
ance data?
Q5 Do parameter perturbations affect the probabilistic skill of an EPS?
Answer to Q4 emphasis three possible uses: a) large parameter uncertainties
could indicate deficiencies in the parametrizations, b) strong parameter corre-
lations found would suggest need of coupling of parameters, and c) additional
ensemble spread could be generated by introducing parameter variations into an
EPS, and drawing parameter values from the EPPES generated parameter distri-
butions. The EPPES sampling in itself also produces additional spread into an
EPS. Answer to Q5 is found through experiments with the ECMWF Ensemble
Prediction System (ENS), in which ensembles generated with EPPES estimation
active were more skillful than default ensembles. This is due to increased ensemble
spread and improved average skill of the ensemble members. Thus, in addition
to finding optimal closure parameter values, the skill of an EPS benefits from
utilising EPPES-style parameter perturbations.
Third, a hypothetical link between model medium range forecast skill and
very long range forecast skill is studied through the following question:
Q6 Does medium range parameter optimisation have any relevance for model
climatology?
The hypothesis is verified as the results indicate that model medium range and
very long range improvements might be attainable simultaneously. The structural
changes of cloud cover in medium range can be identified in the model climatology.
In temperature fields the change structures do not carry to the very long range as
well. Nevertheless, if universal in models, this connection could be used to improve
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the very long range predictive skill of climate models by simply enhancing their
medium range forecast skill.
The parameter evaluation through targeting EN errors is currently tested
with the IFS. Similarly to the earlier experiments, the effects of stochastic noise
will be verified. Inclusion of latent energy term in the EN remains still to experi-
mented on. The estimation in the experiments conducted in Papers I, II and III
was done, and validated, only in a very seasonal samples; in Papers I and III dur-
ing winter and early spring, and in Paper II during summer. Thus, it would be of
interest to study if the closure parameters have any annually cycling optimal val-
ues. Similarly, geographically dividing and optimising the closure parameters (see
Wu et al., 2012) would also be an attractive topic of research. Lastly, though the
initial results for the connection of medium range and climatology look promising,
there is clearly need for more study on this. Particularly whether these structures
can be observed in other model setups, and possibly seen in other model fields
too, needs to be answered.
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